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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Village Health Partnership (VHP) is an all-volunteer, non-profit organization that works for safer 

motherhood in rural Ethiopia. The mission of the organization is to prevent maternal death in 

childbirth, and to treat and prevent gynecologic complications of childbirth. Our approach involves 

capacity building, treatment and prevention efforts, and ultimately, the development of income-

generating schemes that support the ongoing provision of healthcare services. All programs are 

community based and driven. 

 

Over the last few years, VHP has begun to implement programs in Ethiopia, focusing on the 

Western Wollega Zone, a remote area in the western part of the Oromia Region along the Sudan 

border. Working in collaboration with local partners, VHP: 1) shipped a container of medical 

equipment to the main regional hospital in Dembi Dollo, 2) worked with a technician from the 

Clinton Foundation to get the equipment up and running and to train hospital personal in its use 

and maintenance, 3) began to rehabilitate a halfway house (Women’s Village) to provide women 

with gynecologic complications of childbirth a place to stay before and after surgery, and 4) 

developed a model for screening, transporting, and treating women with these same 

complications. A team of volunteers returns annually to reevaluate community needs and to 

monitor program progress. We bring with us needed medical equipment and supplies, medical 

providers to supplement the training of healthcare professionals, and volunteers to assist us with 

program assessment. 

 

ETHIOPIA TRIP, DECEMBER 2013-JANUARY 2014 
 

One year ago, the political situation in Ethiopia became unstable, adversely affecting our yearly trip.  

Prime Minister Meles Zenawi died in the summer of 2012. A few months later, Abuna Paulo, 

patriarch of the national Ethiopian Orthodox Church, died. Their deaths resulted in a power 

vacuum that left great uncertainty. The ruling party braced for major instability within the country. 

Things were tense. In the past, political transitions in Ethiopia have been very bloody. Given the 

situation, the VHP Board of Directors voted to cancel our annual expedition to Ethiopia, planned for 

December of 2012. 

 

The trip was rescheduled for December of 2013. Unfortunately, six months prior to our planned 

return, the head of VHP programs in the Western Wollega Zone resigned. Without leadership, the 

VHP Screen, Transport and Treat (STT) program appeared to be in jeopardy. It was unclear as to 

whether or not the women who had recently been identified as needing surgery would actually 

receive treatment before our return. It was also uncertain whether or not it would be possible to 
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move forward with plans to construct a badly needed maternity waiting area next to the Dembi 

Dollo Regional Hospital. 

 

On a positive note, people from the southwestern part of the country requested that VHP consider 

working in the Bench Maji Zone. My brother, David Muldrow, and I grew up there. This was our 

childhood home. We knew it well, we had good contacts there, and the VHP Board of Directors 

was open to exploring the possibility of working in the area. For the December 2013 trip, we 

planned a deep needs assessment to identify possible projects and key leadership that could 

facilitate the development of project proposals and their implementation in this area. We also 

planned to continue to engage in our work in the Western Wollega Zone. We would return there in 

December to review programs, identify and solve leadership issues, and determine a way to move 

forward. The reality is, as a grassroots partnership, VHP can only move as fast as community 

leadership allows. The process of procuring project funding requires the establishment of cross-

cultural administrative structures to communicate needs and priorities, develop program proposals, 

and, once funding is received, ensure project implementation with full accountability if further 

financial support is to be forthcoming. 

 

Traveling to Ethiopia this year was Cindy Nichol, VHP Board member and Chief Financial Officer for 

the Port of Portland, Oregon, who grew up in the Western Wollega Zone, my brother David, and 

myself. We left the United States for Ethiopia on December 20, 2013. One week later, we joined the 

second half of our group in Dembi Dollo, which included Dr. Tom Nichol, brother of Cindy Nichol, 

who also grew up in Ethiopia, Laury Bowman, VHP Board member and General Counsel for the 

Kaiser Permanente Medical Group in Colorado, Michelle Jeranko, aspiring premedical student, and 

Anne Flaherty, VHP volunteer and Masters student from the University of Denver, Josef Korbel 

School of International Studies. We spent a total of three weeks on the ground, traveling over 3,600 

kilometers by land cruiser to the Bench Maji Zone in the southwest, and to the Western Wollega 

Zone in the west. 

 

Our trip began in Addis Ababa. Approaching the Bole International Airport, we flew in low over 

newly constructed high rise buildings. It was clear that the city was booming. Roads were torn 

apart, power lines were cut, and dust covered everything as a new metropolitan rail system was 

installed. As we drove across the country, it quickly became apparent that change wasn’t limited to 

the capital. The government’s five-prong development effort was marching forward. Roads, 

electricity, clean water, health, and education programs were being pushed into the remotest parts 

of the country. The impact in the rural areas was uneven. Some were benefiting, some were not, 

some were coping, and some could not. In certain areas, like the Bench Maji Zone, we would find 

that communities were organized and that the leadership embraced the change, pushing 
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development efforts forward. In other areas, people were unknowingly swept aside or, as in the 

Western Wollega Zone, systematically left behind in a back eddy without access to resources and 

education. 

 

BENCH MAJI ZONE IN THE SOUTHERN NATIONS, NATIONALITIES AND PEOPLES' REGION 

 

We initially headed southwest into the Bench Maji Zone, in the Southern Nations, Nationalities and 

Peoples' Region, that includes the lush, green coffee-producing area of Mizan Teferi, tribal areas on 

the escarpment overlooking the Omo River Valley, and a portion of the Omo River Valley itself to 

the west of the river. Tefera Endalew Yayeh, a longtime family friend from the southwest, facilitated 

our trip. After being formally introduced to Chief Administrator Cheneku Befence and other 

government officials from the Bench Maji Zone, the door opened for a deep assessment of the 

healthcare infrastructure, maternal health needs, and the priorities of the zone. 

 

We first toured the Aman Hospital, a regional 

referral center for 2.5 million people, located 

just outside of Mizan Teferi. The facility was 

well-organized and well-run. It was clear that 

the hospital administration and healthcare 

providers did a great deal with very little. 

Approximately 30 to 40 women lined up 

outside the one-room antenatal clinic. The 

maternity wards were overflowing with patients 

that crowded into the rooms and spilled into 

the halls. On labor and delivery, patients cried 

out for assistance. Students surrounded their beds. With delivery imminent, women were quickly 

moved to “delivery coaches.” Nurse midwives could hardly keep up. There was no place to put 

newborns. The single operating room was used around the clock. When the electricity went out, as 

it often did, the surgeons operated by flashlight. Emergency cesarean sections were given priority 

over general surgery patients. Women with gynecologic complications of childbirth were often 

turned away and sent home as the hospital operating room and wards were full. Maternal death 

was not unheard of. Land Cruiser ambulances brought in women with high risk pregnancies but 

there was no place for them to stay. They often slept outside on the hospital verandas. We asked 

the hospital administration and medical providers to list their needs in order of priority, focusing on 

those that the government could not meet. 
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The next several days were spent meeting with local officials and touring health centers in Shey 

Bench, Bachuma, and Maji, small rural towns located on the escarpment that overlooks the Omo 

River Valley. The area is home to diverse ethnic groups: the Bench, Me’en, Amhara, Kafficho, Dizi, 

Sheko, Suri, and Baale people. The views down into the rift are spectacular. Health facilities in the 

area were organized, but small and poorly equipped. The health officers and nursing staff asked for 

equipment and supplies, and noted that they needed maternity waiting areas next to the health 

centers. They also admitted that the medical training they had received was not adequate to 

prepare them for the challenges that they faced in the isolated rural areas. They requested further 

medical education and training. 

 

We also ventured into the Me’en villages outside of Bachuma. At one health post, the health 

extension worker there had established a support group for pregnant women. She assembled the 

women for our visit and we spent two hours interviewing them. Why don’t you come into the 

health centers to deliver? “We are strong.” “We are Me’en.” “We deliver at home.” But many of you 

have complications. Why don’t you come in? “It is not natural.” What is not natural? “The delivery 

coach.” Then how do you deliver?  With encouragement, they shyly revealed: "On all fours, holding 

on to a post." If we let you deliver the way you are accustomed, would you come in? “We have no 

place to stay.” If there is a place for you to stay, would you come in? “Yes.” This conversation was 

an eye opening, cross-cultural experience for all of us. The insights would allow us to better cater to 

the birthing needs of women in the villages. 

 

Back in Mizan Teferi, we assembled for a meeting with government officials from the Bench Maji 

Zone as well as administrators and medical providers from the Aman Hospital. We discussed our 

findings. Those from the Aman Hospital outlined clearly defined, unfunded needs and priorities:  

1) generator, 2) construction of a maternity waiting area, 3) rehabilitation of the OB/GYN wards and 

labor and delivery, with a place for 

neonates, 4) rehabilitation of the operating 

room with construction of an intensive 

care unit, and 5) construction of a ward for 

gynecology patients. The government 

officials from the zone and the Aman 

Hospital staff had the motivation, skills, 

and leadership to develop project 

proposals and, working in collaboration 

with VHP, facilitate their implementation. 

Funded projects would quickly impact 

more than one million people. We sat 
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together over tea and outlined a strategic three year plan, focusing initially on the Aman Hospital. It 

was understood that we would need to hold further discussions, plan carefully, and then work to 

raise money for programs.   

 

The rural areas needed equipment and supplies, maternity waiting areas, and an education 

program for medical providers. Without education, it would be of little use to provide funding for 

equipment and supplies, or even the construction of maternity waiting areas. It would be harder to 

tackle these needs in the short run, even though the rural communities were motivated and had 

the leadership to implement programs. In the future, the health center in Bachuma, located in the 

Me’en tribal area, could possibly serve as a model for VHP programs at a local level. It would be 

possible to ensure that the health center there had adequate equipment, supplies, and a maternity 

waiting area. It might also be possible to set up an education and training program for medical 

providers that could be reproduced in other communities. Culturally sensitive resources could be 

developed in tribal languages. What is more, Bachuma was also home. David and I were “woch de 

Modero” (“children of the deer"), a reference to my parents, Bill and Betsey Muldrow, who had 

worked in this area for years. Our presence was welcome and understood. As programs were 

implemented at the Aman Hospital, we would return to explore possibilities and develop tangible 

programs for future funding in Bachuma and other rural areas on the escarpment. 

 

WESTERN WOLLEGA ZONE IN THE OROMIA REGION 
 

We drove north and then west out of Mizan to Jima, and then on to Metu where we spent the 

night. South Sudan was on the verge of civil war and the fighting was intensifying, so we chose not 

to drive any further in the dark. The next morning, we arose early and headed for Gambela, a 

frontier town on the Sudan border. For now, things were quiet. We had lunch at the Baro Hotel in 

the center of town before driving up the escarpment to Dembi Dollo, capital of the Western 

Wollega Zone in the Oromia Region. As we 

climbed higher, the isolation of this part of 

Ethiopia became clear. Unreached by 

government development efforts, the roads 

were rough, constructed of dirt and gravel, 

with lots of dust this time of year. Little villages 

lined our way. Processing plants dried coffee 

in the sun. We stopped to check on several 

water projects near the town of Shebel for 

Waterlines, a non-profit organization based in 

Santa Fe, New Mexico, that works to provide 
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villagers with clean water. It was late afternoon when we arrived at the old mission guest house in 

Dembi Dollo, where we were greeted by members of the Western Wollega Bethel Synod (WWBS) 

and the Western Wollega Bethel Synod Development and Social Services Committee Branch Office 

(WWBS DASSC BO). The WWBS took over for long-time Presbyterian missionaries in the area when 

Emperor Haile Selassie was overthrown in a military coup in the early 1970s, and all church property 

was either nationalized or handed over to Ethiopian partners.  

 

The next day, we toured the Dembi Dollo Hospital with Dr. Nagasa Kasa, former medical director of 

the hospital. Dr. Nagasa, who was scheduled to begin his residency training in OB/GYN at the Black 

Lion Hospital in Addis Ababa, had returned to 

Dembi Dollo to facilitate our visit. The facility 

was clearly in a state of disarray. Abebe 

Ajema, the previous hospital administrator 

who had received training through the 

Clinton Foundation program for hospital 

administrators, had left. He was replaced by 

somebody who had had no management 

experience. This individual had recently been 

terminated but the new leadership was 

untested. In fact, during our visit, the new 

hospital manager and medical director were 

out of town for a training sponsored by Engender Health. We only met in passing. Nevertheless, 

the medical staff opened the door to our visit.  

 

The last time we visited, the hospital was without water. Since then, the hospital administration had 

hooked up a temporary connection to the town’s water system that was bringing a modest amount 

of water to the operating rooms and labor and delivery. We were told that the government 

promised to implement a more permanent solution within the next three years. Dr. Tom Nichol, 

whose father had worked in the hospital during the 1960s, spent time rounding on patients, 

teaching eager medical providers how to perform and read electrocardiograms (EKGs) and 

pulmonary function tests (PFTs), and making an informal assessment of the equipment needs of the 

hospital. Together we observed the activity on the wards and in the operating rooms. Labor and 

delivery was overflowing. The hospital had purchased an ambulance Land Cruiser that was 

dedicated to maternal health. It brought laboring women in from the health centers. Most were 

coming in late with uterine rupture, near death. Incoming transports were always an emergency, 

and the hospital had no place for women to stay prior to delivery.  
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We met with government officials and members of the hospital board who outlined the needs and 

priorities of the facility. Construction of a maternity waiting area was at the top of their list. They 

also requested help procuring an industrial-sized washing machine that could handle the needs of 

their 200-bed hospital. Equipment issues were ongoing. They stated that it would be helpful to 

have an electrician and a biomedical engineer perform an assessment and ensure that all the 

equipment in the hospital is fully functional. Although officials promised that the new the hospital 

administration would provide the leadership necessary to implement funded programs and move 

the facility to a better place, this new leadership was unknown and it was not clear if they 

understood our expectations for project proposal, implementation, and review.  

 

We spent two days at the health center in Haro Sebu with Dugasa Beyene, director of the WWBS 

DASSC BO, interviewing women who had been treated through the STT program. In this program, 

community social workers identify and recruit women with “fistula” for evaluation at a local health 

center. In the rural areas, “fistula” is the 

common term used to describe significant 

birth trauma or incontinence after childbirth. 

Medically, women with “fistula” not only 

suffer from true fistula but also from uterine, 

bladder, and rectal prolapse, often with 

associated leakage of urine and stool. 

Regardless of the etiology, the consequence 

of “fistula” are devastating. On the appointed 

day of “screening,” a physician and two nurse 

midwives evaluate women, make diagnoses, 

and determine who might benefit from 

surgical treatment. Those who are identified are transported to the Aira Hospital in the center of 

the zone, where they undergo surgery and are then transported home. 

 

VHP funds the screening, transport, and treatment of each woman. The program provides outreach 

to remote, rural areas where women would otherwise go untreated. It is hoped that in the future, 

VHP can provide funding for the Women’s Village, where women can stay before and after surgery, 

and before returning to the heavy labor of village life. VHP also hopes to rehabilitate a nearby 

health center in Haro Sebu so that women in the Women’s Village can receive basic medical care 

during their stay. 

 

It was a hard eight hour Land Cruiser drive over rough, dusty roads to Haro Sebu and back to 

Dembi Dollo each day. We checked on village level clean water projects for Waterlines along the 
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way. We made the journey as it was it was important to follow up with and interview the women 

who had been treated through the VHP program. Waktole Olana was the first to greet us each day. 

In 2010, we found her incontinent from complications of childbirth, waiting to die in her hut. Her 

illness had economically devastated her family. We paid for her treatment. Waktole told me that 

she was well and that she and her husband now had a cow with two calves. They were successfully 

raising sheep to sell in the market and she was in a government training program. Her life was back 

on track. We celebrated! She shared her experience with the other women at the health center who 

waited nervously to be interviewed. Waktole's story is featured on our web site, 

www.VillageHealthPartnership.org. 

  

Before we left on the trip, University of Denver student Anne Flaherty worked with us to develop a 

questionnaire that would validate the implementation of the program, define the population we 

were treating, and help us determine whether or not the project was successful. We divided up into 

small groups and administered the questions 

through interpreters. The responses revealed 

many issues. The stories were the same. Isolated, 

poor, and with no knowledge of or access to the 

health care system, the women had given birth 

alone, again and again. They had no knowledge 

of family planning. Some developed 

complications after their first delivery while others 

developed complications after multiple births. 

Many noted that they had lost children during 

childbirth. Certainly, the gynecologic 

complications they suffered limited their lives. Treatment got them back on their feet and brought 

new joy. In addition to interviewing the women who had undergone treatment, we also interviewed 

government officials, healthcare providers, and the social worker involved with the program. It was 

clear that the model was working. Women were actually identified and treated successfully. The 

model built trust and confidence in the health care system, established medical treatment systems, 

and broke down barriers to seeking, reaching and receiving medical care. The Ethiopian 

government noted the success of the STT program and asked us to expand it to all of western 

Ethiopia. 

 

Back in Dembi Dollo, we held many frank discussions with the WWBS and the WWBS DASSC BO, 

tasked with implementing the STT program for VHP in the Western Wollega Zone. Cindy Nichol 

and Laury Bowman led the administrative team that worked to define leadership issues, solve 

problems, and check financials. Certainly the WWBS and the WWBS DASSC BO have had their 

http://www.villagehealthpartnership.org/
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challenges. Isolated, like the Dembi Dollo Hospital, they too have suffered from a lack of resources, 

turnover of leadership, and poor morale. Behind the scenes, the central governing body in Addis 

Ababa that oversees the development activities of the WWBS had worked hard to make positive 

change. Its efforts were obvious. The new WWBS leadership is mature, heartfelt, and committed. 

They have long experience working in these rural areas. The funding we sent for the STT program 

was fully accounted for. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

As our trip came to an end, David left for the United States from Gambela. Cindy, Tom, and 

Michelle journeyed back to Addis Ababa via Metu where they visited the Metu Fistula Hospital. Back 

in Addis Ababa, Cindy also spent time at the Addis Fistula Hospital talking with the new CEO about 

VHP programs. With resources so scarce, it is important to explore possible ways to collaborate. (Of 

note is the fact that Dr. Catherine Hamlin, who founded the Fistula Hospital in Addis Ababa with 

her now deceased husband Dr. Reginal Hamlin, was recently nominated for the Nobel Prize.) The 

rest of us left Dembi Dollo for Nekempte and then headed back to Addis Ababa. We flew home 

together on Thursday, January 10, 2014. 

 

Ultimately, the WWBS and the WWBS DASSC BO in the Western Wollega Zone has done good job 

of implementing the STT program. On returning to the United States, we recommend to the VHP 

Board of Directors that they fund the screening, transport, and treatment of another 50 women in 

an area close to the treating hospital before expanding to even more remote areas. Plans for the 

Women’s Village and rehabilitation of the Haro Sebu Health Center next door should be put on 

hold until the WWBS demonstrates continued success with the current STT model. Although the 

need is great, we also recommend to the Board that VHP delay funding for construction of a 

maternity waiting area next to the Dembi Dollo Hospital. Instead, we recommend that the Board 

consider funding the purchase of an industrial-sized washing machine for the hospital. The process 

of project proposal, funding, and implementation would be educational and would allow the new 

hospital leadership to prove themselves. It was clear that, for now, we would need to move more 

slowly in the Western Wollega Zone. We also recommend to the Board that they consider working 

in the Bench Maji Zone, fund the purchase of a generator for the Aman Hospital, and construct a 

maternity waiting area next to the hospital. In this part of the country, the leadership is experienced, 

organized, and ready to move forward. Finally, it became increasingly apparent during our trip that 

it was important to have in-country representation to facilitate the process of program proposal, 

implementation, and review. Regardless of our presence, we needed administrative leadership on 

the ground. We recommend to the Board that they consider establishing an official presence in 

Ethiopia with Tefera Endalew Yayeh as our in-country director.   
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As usual, our yearly trip back to Ethiopia was heartfelt. Returning “home” to an isolated but rapidly 

changing part of the world where some of us grew up always touches a deep core. Such joy in 

reconnecting with a land and people we love, meeting individuals who rise above to provide hope 

and inspiration to their communities, and seeing lives transformed by the VHP STT program. 

Certainly there were moments of sadness observing the depth of the poverty, and disappointment 

realizing that that the leadership does not exist to move forward with construction of a maternity 

waiting area next to the Dembi Dollo Hospital. Nevertheless, it was a good trip. We accomplished a 

great deal. I am now confident that as VHP works in partnership at the grass roots level in the 

Bench Maji Zone and the Western Wollega Zone, programs will continue to move forward. 

Focusing on women’s health, we will work together with the intent to lift whole communities up.  

 

Thank you for your continued support.  


